Terms of Use (Education)

Thank you for your interest in Anna Aspnes Designs.

These Terms and Conditions govern the usage of videos, classes, courses, workshops, services, and tutorials (“Education”) by Anna Aspnes Designs (also referred to as aA Designs.)

In purchasing, downloading and using Education by Anna Aspnes Designs, you agree to comply with the following Terms and Conditions and are bound by any subsequent changes.

Please read them carefully before using products and services by Anna Aspnes Designs.

Copyright © Anna Aspnes at Anna Aspnes Designs 2002-2021

- Anna Aspnes Designs is owned and operated by Fotoscrapix Inc.
- All content is Copyright © Anna Aspnes at Anna Aspnes Designs 2002-2021 unless otherwise stated in the TOU included with each product.
- Ownership and Copyright are retained by Anna Aspnes at Anna Aspnes Designs, are non-transferable and all rights are reserved.
- No commercial use of this product without the purchase of an additional “Limited Commercial” license as outlined below.
- It is illegal to reproduce or distribute copyrighted material without permission of the copyright owner. Any dispute concerning designs by Anna Aspnes will be resolved through arbitration in the State of Colorado, and Colorado (and federal) law will apply.

Personal License and Authorized Usage

In purchasing Education by Anna Aspnes Designs you are granted license to use the material for your PERSONAL USE ONLY and the following conditions apply:

How you may NOT use Education by Anna Aspnes Designs to:

- Redistribute, share, loan, sub-license or resell material individually or as part of a collection.
- Reproduce, copy or claim any material or its derivatives as your own work.
- Use for any pornographic, racial or other offensive purposes.
- Create products for sale that compete with DigitalART and designs in the Anna Aspnes Designs product range, unless an available commercial usage license has been purchased.
How you MAY use Education by Anna Aspnes Designs to:

- Learn, develop, and grow your own personal digital scrapbooking or artistry.
- Incorporate techniques into your own original work for publication and display in printed media, including those for profit, on condition that credit is provided to Anna Aspnes Designs Education at www.annaaspnesdesigns.com.
- Use techniques to create your own original artwork for direct sale to your customers and end-user.
- Use techniques to create your own original artwork for the benefit of charitable causes.

Limited Commercial Licenses

Commercial licenses for the use of Education by Anna Aspnes Designs may be available for additional fees, but please note that these options are very limited.

Limited commercial use licensing options are located in the Licenses category of the Anna Aspnes Designs store at www.annaaspnesdesigns.com.

Contact anna@annaaspnesdesigns.com for further commercial usage information - Anna Aspnes Designs welcomes inquiries from larger entities.

Disclaimer

Anna Aspnes Designs is not responsible to you, any person, or organization for loss and/or damages arising from the use of Education by Anna Aspnes Designs.
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